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EM Simulator Helps Position Aircraft Antennas

Case Study ■  JACK BROWNE/TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

THREE-DIMENSIONAL (3D) electromagnetic (EM) simuation 
software is often associated with solving difficult problems in 
RF and microwave circuit design. But such software tools can 
also tackle larger problems. Recently, the XFdtd® EM simulation 
software from Remcom (www.remcom.com) was put to the task 
of locating antennas on large vehicles, such as a military aircraft. 
The 2D/3D EM simulator is based on Finite Difference Time 
Domain (FDTD) technology.

The customer faced with this particular challenge was  
flight inspection equipment specialist Airfield Technology 
(www.airfield.com). The antennas were to be located on Flight 
Inspection aircraft, with demanding requirements on aircraft 
antenna performance difficult to meet even on typical aircraft. 
Airfield Technology was supplying a new flight inspection 
system to the Polish Air Force, which expressed a preference 
to use a Mielec M-28 aircraft. The dual-vertical stabilizers 
of the M-28 presented an unusual configuration for a flight 
inspection aircraft and its effects on antenna performance 
were unknown.

The firm contacted an expert on numerical EM methods and 
applications in avionics and antennas, Professor Kent Chamberlin 
of the University of New Hampshire, who referred the company 
to Remcom and their EM simulator, XFdtd. The project with 
XFdtd started by importing a partial computer aided design 
(CAD) file of the M-28 aircraft from the aircraft manufacturer into 
XFdtd, and revising the file as needed to add missing parts and 
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adding the antennas in various positions. XFdtd was then used 
for calculating the aircraft skin currents and 2D and 3D antenna 
patterns. The XFdtd results were used to determine the best 
antenna type/location combination.

Based on drawings of the engines, CAD engine models were 
created using the XFdtd geometrical modeler. Also, the tires were 
changed to a nonconductive dielectric material that approximated 
rubber. Following this, antennas were added to the model and 
XFdtd simulations were run.

Two different antenna types were studied, a balanced half loop 
and a V-shaped bent dipole antenna. Using the results of the 
simulations, Airfield Technology installed both the bent dipole and 
rear fuselage balanced loop antennas in a switched configuration. 
The bent dipole is used when the aircraft is flying toward the air 
navigation system, and the balanced loop for outbound patterns 
and during orbital type flight patterns.
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